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From one of the most beloved authors of our time—more than six million copies of his books
have been sold in this country alone - a fascinating excursion into the history behind the place
we call home.“Houses aren’t refuges from history. They are where history ends up.”Bill Bryson
and his family live in a Victorian parsonage in a part of England where nothing of any great
significance has happened since the Romans decamped. Yet one day, he began to consider
how very little he knew about the ordinary things of life as he found it in that comfortable home.
To remedy this, he formed the idea of journeying about his house from room to room to “write a
history of the world without leaving home.”The bathroom provides the occasion for a history of
hygiene; the bedroom, sex, death, and sleep; the kitchen, nutrition and the spice trade; and so
on, as Bryson shows how each has fig-ured in the evolution of private life. Whatever happens in
the world, he demonstrates, ends up in our house, in the paint and the pipes and the pillows and
every item of furniture.Bill Bryson has one of the liveliest, most inquisitive minds on the planet,
and he is a master at turning the seemingly isolated or mundane fact into an occasion for the
most diverting exposi-tion imaginable. His wit and sheer prose fluency make At Home one of the
most entertaining books ever written about private life.

"David Netto’s book on A-list interior designer Francois Catroux was also years in the making,
requiring two years alone to convince his subject to agree to the book. Though Catroux’s work
has been published in magazines and books, this is the first time that his body of work is laid out
in a much-awaited tome."–Forbes.com"The images in the book are remarkable and author,
David Netto, narrates an engaging tale. . . . I am older, wiser and perhaps a bit less prone to
gush, but do buy this book. It will show you a thing or two about style and courage and
balance."–MrsBlandings.com"In the visual biography François Catroux (Rizzoli), the legendary
interior designer looks back chronologically at his incredibly chic body of work, offering new
insight into projects like the first Paris apartment he shared with his wife, the Yves Saint
Laurent muse Betty Catroux, and the mega-yacht he decorated for Barry Diller and Diane von
Furstenberg."–W Magazine"Now here's a book dripping in sexy spaces I can't get enough of.
What is it with these French designers? A must for the luxe-loving design enthusiast."–
FrankieDurbin.com"Despite disperate locations, they all share the Catroux DNA of unexpected
elements combined with classic sumptuous foundations."–Pretty Page Turner "Fall must haves."–
La Dolce Vita "...digs deep into Catroux's jet-set personal life and celebrated career."—New
Orleans Times-Picayune/Nola.Com "Catroux’s many fans have been waiting for decades for an
overview of his glamorous, highly detailed, and art-filled interiors."—StyleSaloniste.com "Having
created rarefied spaces for decades, the legendary French designer has finally agreed to
document his impressive body of work in a new book"—1stDibs.com "Fall Books Favorite"—



Peak of Chic "...traced the road to primacy of the Paris-based designer, fomr edgy early Paris
apartments to an haute luxe French train in the 1980s and an astonishing yacht for Barry Diller
and Dia ne von Furstenberg"—Elle DecorAbout the AuthorDavid Netto, an author and designer
of interiors and furniture, is contributing design editor for T, The New York Times Style
Magazine. His articles have appeared widely, in such publications as The Classicist, Domino,
and WSJ Magazine.Diane von Furstenberg is a celebrated fashion designer. In 2015, Time
magazine named her to the Time 100, as an Icon.
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Tim Challies, “A Fun, Enjoyable, Informative Read. Home. I love home. I love my home and I love
the very idea, the concept, of home. God is good to give us home, to give us a place where we
can just be, a place where we can center our lives. Think about your home, think about how
good it is to have a place of your own, a place where you have your stuff and your people and
where you live your life, and you'll realize what a calling it was for Christ to have no home, to
have no place to call his own.We look at home today, we look at private life, and tend to assume
that things have always been as they are now. And yet this is not the case. The home and the
private life have developed over time, slowly evolving into what they are today and slowly
evolving toward what they will be tomorrow. Home and private life are the twin subjects of Bill
Bryson's new book: At Home: A Short History of Private Life.Bryson recently purchased an old
Norfolk Church of England rectory as his home and it provides the starting point for his
investigations. "Looking around my house, I was startled and somewhat appalled to realize how
little I knew about the domestic world around me. Sitting at the kitchen table one afternoon,
playing idly with the salt and pepper shakers, it occurred to me that I had absolutely no idea why,
out of all the spices in the world, we have such an abiding attachment to these two. Why not
pepper and cardamom, or salt and cinnamon? And why do forks have four tines and not three or
five?" Those mundane observations and the questions they generated got him started in his
quest to understand home. And somehow he makes home, the most mundane place in our lives,
utterly fascinating."If you had to summarize it in a sentence, you could say that the history of
private life is a history of getting comfortable slowly." Do you enjoy your home and all its
comforts? That's because we humans have been working tirelessly for all these millennia to
make home a place of comfort. Slowly, slowly we have gotten to the point we are at today.To add
structure to the book, Bryson walks through his home, room by room, and allows each room to
be the subject of a chapter. Along the way Bryson offers all kinds of fantastic wanderings,
meanderings and observations so that each room really is only a starting place. I am sure there
are some who get frustrated by all of the author's wanderings. You'll have to learn to embrace
them because they really are the point of the book. Embrace them, and you'll come to love
them.Consider this, something he observes while investigating the history of the bedroom.Your
bed alone, if it is averagely clean, averagely old, averagely dimensioned, and turned averagely
often (which is to say almost never) is likely to be home to some two million tiny bed mites, too
small to be seen with the naked eye but unquestionably there. It has been calculated that if your
pillow is six years old (which is the average age for a pillow), one-tenth of its weight will be made
up of sloughed skin, living and dead mites, and mite dung--or frass, as it is known to
entomologists.Or how about stairs? Ever paused to think about stairs--how they came to be, and
what kind of effect they have on us?Everybody trips on stairs at some time or other. It has been
calculated that you are likely to miss a step once in every 2,222 occasions you use stairs, suffer
a minor accident once in every 63,000 uses, suffer a painful accident once in every 734,000,



and need hospital attention once every 3,616,667 uses.He often traces the history of words that
we use all the time but think about seldom. Like toilet. Why on earth is toilet water something you
daub on your face and something swirling around the bowl and carrying away your waste?
Perhaps no other word in English has undergone more transformations in its lifetime than toilet.
Originally, in about 1540, it was a kind of cloth, a diminutive form of toile, a word still used to
describe a type of linen. Then it became a cloth for use on dressing tables. Then it became the
items on the dressing table (whence toiletries). Then it became the dressing table itself, then the
act of dressing, then the act of receiving visitors while dressing, then the dressing room itself,
then any kind of private room near a bedroom, then a room used lavatorially, and finally the
lavatory itself. Which explains why toilet water in English can describe something you would
gladly daub on your face or, simultaneously and more basically, water in a toilet.He often relies
on a subtle sense of humor that often got me laughing out loud. Like here, as he discusses
wine:But it is thanks to American roots that French wines still exist. It is impossible to say
whether wines are worse now than they were before. Most authorities think not, but such a
desperate remedy is bound to nurture lingering doubts among those who are inclined to have
them. What is certainly true is that surviving pre-phylloxera wines have attracted a cachet that
has led people to part with a good deal of their money and much of their common sense in a
quest to possess something so deliciously irreplaceable. In 1985, Malcolm Forbes, the
American publisher, paid $156,450 for a bottle of Chteau Lafite 1787. This made it much too
valuable to drink, so he put it on display in a special glass case. Unfortunately, the spotlights that
artfully lit the precious bottle caused the ancient cork to shrink and it fell with a $156,450 splash
into the bottle. Even worse was the fate of an eighteenth-century Chteau Margaux reputed to
have once been owned by Thomas Jefferson and valued, very precisely, at $519,750. While
showing off his acquisition at a New York restaurant in 1989, William Sokolin, a wine merchant,
accidentally knocked the bottle against the side of a serving cart and it broke, in an instant
converting the world's most expensive bottle of wine into the world's most expensive carpet
stain. The restaurant manager dipped a finger in the wine and declared that it was no longer
drinkable anyway.Or like here, when he discusses hygiene (and seriously, be grateful that we live
in an age of good hygiene)!As people adjusted to the idea that they might safely get wet from
time to time, long-standing theories about personal hygiene were abruptly reversed. Now
instead of it being bad to have pink skin and open pores, the belief took hold that the skin was in
fact a marvelous ventilator--that carbon dioxide and other toxic inhalations were expelled
through the skin, and that if pores were blocked by dust and other ancient accretions natural
toxins would become trapped within and would dangerously accumulate. That's why dirty
people--the Great Unwashed of Thackeray--were so often sick. Their clogged pores were killing
them. In one graphic demonstration, a doctor showed how a horse, painted all over in tar, grew
swiftly enfeebled and piteously expired. (In fact, the problem for the horse wasn't respiration but
temperature regulation, though the point was, from the horse's perspective, obviously
academic.)I could go on and on. This book may not change your life, but I am sure you'll find



yourself enjoying it a lot--and hopefully as much as I did. It isn't quite light reading, but it also isn't
at all heavy. It's just the kind of book you'll love to read while sitting through a long flight or while
crashing on the couch on a Saturday afternoon.Really my only complaints with the book are
these: Bryson uses the word agreeable a few too many times and he writes (not surprisingly)
from the perspective of one who holds to evolution, something that comes through every now
and again. Beyond that, it's just a good, fun, enjoyable, informative read. Buy it for yourself or get
it for a gift. You'll love it.”

Jennifer, “Fascinating, Educational, Humorous ... In Other Words, Vintage Bryson!. Whenever
I'm asked about my favorite authors, Bill Bryson always makes the list. Not only has he written a
string of humorous yet informative travel narratives, he's also penned a memoir about his 1950s
childhood and a variety of non-fiction books on topics as diverse as the English language,
Shakespeare and a rather grand attempt at a book called A Short History of Nearly Everything.
Bryson is able to make whatever he is writing about amazingly interesting while also being
gently humorous. I've always thought that if Bill Bryson wrote the history and English textbooks
for schools, everyone would do their required reading and come away bursting with information
and insights. Whenever someone tells me that they don't like nonfiction, I always ask if they've
read Bill Bryson. To me, he is the epitome of the accessible nonfiction writer, and I would follow
him anywhere.In At Home: A Short History of Private Life, I followed Bryson as he toured his
family home, which just so happens to be an old English parsonage. As he goes through each
room, he ruminates about why we live the way we do and how the rooms and things in our
homes evolved. The journey through the house is riveting and educational--answering such
questions as: Why are salt and pepper the two condiments we keep on our kitchen tables? What
does "board" mean in the phrase "room and board?" Why are there four tines on a fork? Why do
men have a row of pointless buttons on their suit jacket sleeves?Each chapter focuses on a
different room, allowing Bryson to explore things such as the history of hygiene in the bathroom,
the advent of electricity while poking around the fuse box, and the important issues of sex, death
and sleeping while visiting the bedroom. It is an ingenious way to structure the book, and it gives
Bryson lots of leeway to ramble about wherever his interests and research took him. For the
most part, Bryson focuses on the last 150 years, which encompasses the time from when his
home was built until modern times--and also, as Bryson points out, when "the modern world was
really born.The book is packed with interesting stories, facts, anecdotes and histories that if I
took the time to tell you about all the ones that interested me, I would be writing a book myself.
So, I'll content myself with sharing a few excerpts from the book that I highlighted while reading.
(And even then I had to cut out a few because I highlighted so many.)On the popularity of
hermitages: For a time it was highly fashionable to build a hermitage and install in it a live-in
hermit. At Painshill in Surrey, one man signed a contract to live seven years in picturesque
seclusion, observing a monastic silence, for £100 a year, but was fired after just three weeks
when he was spotted drinking in the local pub.Statistics on stairs: Everybody trips on stairs at



some time or other. It has been calculated that you are likely to miss a step once in every 2,222
occasions you use stairs, suffer a minor accident once in every 63,000 uses, suffer a painful
accident once in every 734,000, and need hospital attention once every 3,616,667 uses.On
Christopher Columbus: It would be hard to name any figure in history who has achieved more
lasting fame with less competence. He spent large parts of eight years bouncing around
Caribbean islands and coastal South America convinced that he was in the heart of the Orient
and that Japan and China were at the edge of every sunset. He never worked out that Cuba is
an island and never once set foot on, or even suspected the existence of, the landmass to the
north that everyone thinks he discovered: the United States. He filled his holds with valueless
iron pyrite (thinking it was gold) and with what he confidently believed to be cinnamon and
pepper. The first was actually a worthless tree bark, and the second were not true peppers but
chili peppers--excellent when you have grasped the general idea of them, but a little eye-
wateringly astonishingA more interesting side effect of lead paint: One of the quirks of lead
poisoning is that it causes an enlargement of the retina that makes some victims see halos
around objects--an effect Vincent van Gogh famously exploited in his paintings. It is probable
that he was suffering lead poisoning himself. Artists often did.On servant-master sleep
arrangements: Even at home, it was entirely usual for a servant to sleep at the foot of his
master's bed, regardless of what his master might be doing within the bed. The records make
clear that King Henry V's steward and chamberlain both were present when he bedded
Catherine of Valois.On the difficulties of getting medical care while being a woman: As late as
1878 the British Medical Journal was able to run a spirited and protracted correspondence on
whether a menstruating woman's touch could spoil a ham.On the dangers of life before proper
sewer systems: Most sewage went into cesspits, but these were commonly neglected, and the
contents often seeped into neighboring water supplies. In the worst cases they overflowed.
Samuel Pepys recorded one such occasion in his diary: "Going down into my cellar ... I put my
foot into a great heap of turds ... by which I found that Mr Turner's house of office is full and
comes into my cellar, which doth trouble me."I just adored this book and was engrossed through
all 512 pages. This is vintage Bryson, and his fans will not be disappointed. And, if you've never
read a Bill Bryson book before, I strongly encourage you to do so. No one presents history with
as much humor, accessibility and curiosity as Bryson. (And if there is someone who does, I need
to know who it is!) And since we all live in homes of some kind, I'm sure everyone will find
something of interest in this book. After all, we are all benefiting from the advances and history
described in this book. For my part, I know that I'll never turn on a light, flush a toilet, sit in a chair,
or walk up a flight of stairs without thinking of some anecdote from this book. Highly
recommended.”

SimpleHome, “Yes. This. Book. Is. Dope.Bill Bryson is my dude.”

Jo F, “The special edition has much better illustration and in color than paper back edition.. Love



this book. Provided UK history i did not know esp about the Great exhibition. Too bad the
shipper did not pad the book within the box.  It was loose to slide around and get bumped.”

the dude, “Informative read. Bryson delivers a consistent book. Well researched and referenced
with plenty of anecdotes. I felt the book was a little heavy on 19th century Western Europe
houses and stories.”

Jeremy Walton, “Master of the house. - The largest number of people ever to be indoors at a
single location is 92,000, at the Great Exhibition in 1851 [p50].- Clergymen sometimes preached
against the potato since it does not appear in the Bible [p131].- Families used to move between
their various properties a lot, requiring furniture to be portable, so chests and trunks usually had
domed lids in order to throw off water during travel [p86].- The aspidestra features prominently in
Victorian photographs because it was the only flower which was immune to the effects of the gas
which leaked from the lights [p184].- The diamond pattern of different-coloured bricks used for
decoration in a wall is called a diaper, from which the baby's undergarment - originally made
from linen threads woven in a diamond pattern - gets its name [p291].- Rats have sex up to
twenty times a day [p348].- The first person in America to slice potatoes lengthwise and fry them
was Thomas Jefferson [p126].- The expression "sleep tight" comes from the requirement to
tighten the supporting lattice of ropes in a bed when they began to sag [p456].- Buttons under
the sleeve near the cuff of a jacket are the last relic of a fashion for attaching (useless) buttons in
decorative patterns all over a coat [p538].- In the face of objections to run a railway line through
the middle of Stonehenge in the 19th century, an official pointed out that the site was "entirely
out of repair, and not the slightest use to anyone now" [p615].These are just a few of the
interesting facts you'll learn (along with a few things you probably already knew - such as why
British people are known as 'limeys') from this book. It's ostensibly inspired by the author
wandering through the rooms of his house - hall, kitchen, dining room, bedroom and many more
(it's a big house) - and using each location as a starting point for burrowing back in time,
unearthing anecdotes, facts and biographies of personalities who contributed to making our
world the way it is, and presenting them in his characteristic, pleasantly familiar discursive
style.Sometimes the connections between the location and the story appear tenuous: for
example, the (truly fascinating) story of the building of the Eiffel Tower arises when in the
passage between the kitchen and the rest of the house, as does an account of the inventions
and character of Thomas Edison and Alexander Graham Bell. In other places the link is more
explicit: thus, visiting the bathroom brings forth a history of ablution, cleanliness and disease -
particularly smallpox, which I (yet again) didn't know was named to distinguish it from the great
pox, or syphilis.Bryson has a teacher's gift for telling you things you didn't know (or want to know,
such as infant mortality rates, or that flushing a toilet with the lid up "spews billions of microbes
into the air") in an engaging fashion. His writing here lacks much of the humour which is on
show in his other books, probably because that's usually employed in describing himself in a



self-deprecating fashion, or his encounters with other people. Here, the author stays in the
background, gently pointing out one intriguing vista after another. To be sure, not all discourses
are successful, but it's a big book (belying its title) with a well-stocked bibliography and index,
indicating the breadth and depth of the author's homework (hah!).  Recommended.”

John Craske, “At Home..And All Over the Place. The title of this book is too limiting. 'At Home
And All Over The Place' would have been more accurate. So if you are expecting a book which
concentrates in an academic way on the development of the home over the centuries, then you'll
be sorely disappointed. But what the hell - it's an interesting read and written in Bryson's usual
engaging style. Did I learn anything? Yes, lots of things. Will I remember most of the things I
learned? Nope. Is the book worth buying? Yes, if you want to while away a happy hour or three..
And that's good enough for me.”

Brenda Young, “A brilliant, unput-downable historical document. At Home; a short history of
private life. (Bill Bryson)I never cease to be amazed at the vast range of Bill Bryson’s sources, or
the depth and intensity of his research. Here, once again, he has delved deeply into the minute
histories behind the growth and development of every room in the house, his starting point being
his own home in Norfolk, which set out as a Rectory, and is still so-called.His revelations cover
centuries of discoveries and inventions, as well as the lives, loves, highs and lows, and extremes
of character of those responsible for them. To describe this book as less than utterly riveting
would be doing it an injustice.”

Mick Stearbs, “At Home With Bill. I've always enjoyed Bill Bryson's writings.. He can make the
unlikeliest subjects not just interesting but fascinating. This book is no exception, being packed
with the sort of facts that make you want to repeat them to everyone you know (and probably
turn into a first-class bore!) - such as the origins of the names of various parts of the house (did
you know that 'pantry' comes from the French word for bread?) and the fact that the hall was
once the most important part of a house.The book is well laid out and goes through the history
of the home room by room. But more than that is also covers lifestyles though the ages,
including a chapter about the sad, strenuous life endured by servants. There are numerous
'potted biographies' of people famous, infamous and almost anonymous, who helped shape our
way of life, whether landscape gardeners, engineers or inventors.But what makes the book areal
delight is Bryson's literary style, full of humour and with his own personal touches. It's like being
in the presence of an old friend who has a lot to say.The whole is infinitely greater than the sum
of its parts, an entertaining, compulsive read.”

The book by David Netto has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 3,503 people have provided feedback.
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